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teknion
A transformative shift is underway at the office. Hybrid work models now require a workplace more agile and adaptable than ever, and a welcoming and inclusive environment that invites people to come together to work.

The Kiosk collection creates hubs for every work style and need, while distributing collaborative tools across the office. Kiosk is an intuitive and straightforward product that stands at the intersection of furniture and architecture.

Animating and shaping the space, Kiosk is intentional and interactive. Encouraging users to make and unmake spaces to think, meet and create, Kiosk accommodates the rhythms of change — whether that be today or tomorrow.

The hackable office is no longer about control within a room, but control of the room. Kiosk is the nerve center of the office, encouraging intuitive interaction with its visible intention.

01 Media Kiosk, Gallery Kiosk

02 Servery Kiosk, Recycle Kiosk, Mudroom Kiosk
Routes is designed to allow teams to create flexible, utility-driven and engaging workspaces quickly and efficiently, breaking with convention and introducing a sense of play into the world of work. The product line extension enables greater agility with new tables, seating and a TV cart – the pieces invite users to take full control over how and where they work, empowering collaboration whether in person or remotely.

Tables
Group tables are intended to be used alone or grouped together to form various configurations based on the needs of the team or individual at work. The mobile options allow users to immediately reconfigure, and different heights accommodate a variety of postures for more active and engaged use.

- Agile Tables – accommodate larger meetings and feature casters at one end and glides on the opposite end
- High Tables – at 30” deep, they can be readily used as double-sided worksurfaces. They are available with levellers for more permanent applications, or with casters if mobility is desired
- Partner Tables – intended for screen-sharing applications with a tapered workurface profile to optimize sightlines; three heights accommodate a range of postures
- SoloMini Table – small enough for users to lift and store, creates an individual workspace or grouped together for collaboration, also allows for stacking and efficient storage

Media Rover
- Creates an interactive digital experience between present and remote workers
- Easily moves around the office to create a destination for digital collaboration

Seating
- Workshop Chair and Stool – available with and without back, accommodates 360-degree seating postures, including side sitting and straddle sitting on the T-back model
- Halo Cushion – an optional cushion is now available on the Multi-Use Stool for added comfort and expanded textile design options
The C+D - Craft+Design - Conference Table program brings an artisanal focus back into the boardroom, while addressing the various connectivity needs of the contemporary workplace. Enhancements to the line include Round and Square Meeting Tables, all featuring edge and undersurface power; as well as credenzas that incorporate AV equipment, and a mini fridge and utensils suitable for hospitality.